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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

Today I’m going to take a break from answering questions. I spend a lot of time 
answering questions on this show about social-emotional skills and understandably. 
Because this is what parents of toddlers, preschoolers and even into early elementary 
school are dealing with day in and day out. There is a lot of social-emotional growth 
happening in these early years and we all want to understand what is happening and 
guide our kids at their level to understand and respond in more appropriate ways.  

But today I’ll take a little break from that and talk about the topic of early learning, 
working with our younger kids on developing their cognitive skills. We seem to be 
making some progress back in the right direction with this, especially during preschool 
but there is still far too much pushing for kids to learn in academic ways too early.  This 
puts them at risk for burning out in elementary school and damaging the rest of their 
academic career. However young kids can learn and learn A LOT very young so long as 
it’s done ways that are fun, engaging and appropriate for their age. Today I’ll talk about 
how young kids learn best and how to engage them so that learning is interesting and 
exciting, building a base for the long term enjoyment over their academic career. 

First I’ll cover some basics, well basically some introductory information and then I’ll 
talk about a few areas of learning, building early reading and writing skills and early 
math and science skills. 

First, skills build upon and rely on each other in order for kids to be ready and able to 
move to the next level. As you will soon see, from the day they are born, well even 
before, babies and toddlers are building skills that will contribute to their success with 
reading writing, math, science and more!  

Pushing Academics too early is detrimental to a child’s development as well as 
academic motivation. As a matter of fact, the AAP, American Academy of Pediatrics, 
among every child development expert I have ever heard discuss the topic, agrees to 
steer clear of pushing academics too early, to teaching preschool aged children in a 
typically academic manner. This does not mean preschoolers cannot be introduced to 
academic concepts like counting, or letters or letter sounds. These are all great if they 

 



are done through play and games. But things to stay far away from include: 
memorization, desk time, sitting passively for lessons and doing worksheets. These are 
what we consider “academic” ways of learning. Young children do not learn much this 
way. Children of preschool age and even up through 7 and 8 learn best through play, 
by interacting with their world, trying new things and discovering.  Preschool years and 
even early elementary is when kids need to be learning and practicing social skills like 
turn taking, compromise, conflict resolution and relationship building. These are the 
building blocks for academic and life success in elementary school and beyond. These 
are the skills that studies show actually prepare children to be ready to learn and 
participate well in kindergarten and beyond.  

But even worse, exposing preschoolers to these traditional academic approaches I just 
mentioned don’t just mean that kids aren’t learning in developmentally appropriate 
ways or getting opportunities to question and develop their problem-solving skills, 
research actually shows they have detrimental effects on children’s later academic 
success. (2015) A major evaluation of Tennessee’s publicly funded preschool system, 
found that although children who had attended an academic preschool initially 
exhibited more “school readiness” skills when they entered kindergarten than did their 
peers who did not, by the time they were in first grade their attitudes toward school 
were deteriorating. By second grade they performed worse on tests measuring literacy, 
language, and math skills. A 2011 study in the journal Child Development found that 
preschool teachers’ use of sophisticated vocabulary in informal classroom settings 
predicted their students’ reading comprehension and word knowledge in fourth grade. 
What does that mean? It means if you use advanced vocabulary with your toddlers, 
preschoolers and beyond, expand their exposure to words through conversation and 
reading, this is what will increase their vocabulary. It always cracks me up when my kids 
use big words. My six year olds are big into the word “literally” lately. Every other 
sentence they literally use the term literally! Ok I was trying to funny. I’m not sure I 
pulled it off. My 8 has always had a sophisticated vocabulary, his favorite word these 
days, is “predominately”  

So how can we help our kids develop these skills without pushing them too hard, too 
far, too fast or in ways that are just going to leave them bored and unmotivated to 
learn? 

I’ll start with some reading and writing and then move on to math and science.  
 
First, just some statistics to keep in mind. Children today read much less than children a 
generation ago. Avg. 5th grader spends 33% of free time watching tv and less than 1% 
reading. Children are not choosing reading as a free time activity. The average 8th 

 



grader is spending 21 ½ hrs watching tv and less than 2 hrs reading, including 
homework time 
 
General Tips/Idea 
- Read aloud to your child every day. According to the National Education Association, 
reading aloud to children is the single most important activity in children’s reading 
success. Kids are learning to love books and reading on many levels during these 
experiences. It’s a bonding experience, special time together, where parent and child 
are taking a journey together through story.  
- Try to read books that are just slightly above their intellectual level. This builds 
vocabulary. Kids can understand language way before using it properly  
- Listening skills need to be taught – encourage them to sit but don’t force it and so 
long as they are in the room, keep reading  
- Have books available wherever you are, in the car, around the house, waiting for a 
seat at a restaurant  
- Allow them to stay up a few extra minutes at bedtime or nap time if they are looking 
at books. 
- Let them choose the books, change the pages, ask questions during reading time  
- Make up voices and sounds.  
- Regularly take them to libraries – get them their own library card and books stores, 
story times 
- Use Extended learning – building activities around books. Read about engineering or 
building and build a block tower. Read about dinosaurs and make a dinosaur habitat 
based on what you read, using toys and materials you have around, blankets, legos, or 
even make something outside in the grass or bushes area. Then play toy dinosaurs in it.  
- Read books related to outings – for younger kids, it might be about farming or where 
food comes from before a trip going berry picking or to the pumpkin patch. For older 
kids, you can read about an historic site and then going there, reading about dinosaurs 
and then visiting the natural history museum, or reading about space and visiting an 
observatory or space museum.  
- Limit screen time (seems to have reverse correlation – screen time tends to cut into 
reading time) 
- Model reading (read for pleasure, a wide variety, tell kids about what you are reading) 
Fathers should model reading when there are young boys in the family. Otherwise they 
can get the message that only women read (mom reads to them, the teacher reads, 
etc) 
 
Reading by Age 
Infancy/First year  
- Start reading from day 1 – good examples of solid language. As early as they can, let 

 



them point to pictures, change pages.  
- Board books make good early reader – simple sentences. Pictures match sentences – 
stripes, mister peabody’s apples  
- After, “isn’t this a fun story? What do you think is going to happen?” each night 
review from previous night and ask about what might happen next. For kids under 5, 
must do it every night.  
- Slow down. Kids need time to make sense of story and build mental pictures  
- Pre-writing and writing skills development by age and how to support the 
development 
- By 4-5 months pincer grasp is beginning of pencil pressure. Can he/she pick up a 
cheerio? Self feeding is a big part of developing the pincer grip for later writing skills. 
- First year is a lot of gross motor development – getting ready for pre-reading and 
writing. A skill called bilateral integration. Around 6 mo appt, ped may ask “does your 
child pass an object from one hand to another?” meeting at midline – clapping. 
- Practice throwing, catching, clapping. Builds midline and crossing midline skills, of 
course self-feeding.  
- By 2 should be able to copy a line, 2 ½ a cross, by 3, a circle. By 3 should be able to 
draw all of them from a picture. Pencil grip may be more of a fist.  
 
3-4 years 
- Have writing tools available separate from art supplies – separate drawer or area  
- Have manipulation tools and toys available – should have bigger stencils (open 
spaces to reduce frustration – lakeshore), mazes, braiding and sewing kits, puzzles, peg 
boards, sewing boards, clothes pins, duplos, coins in piggy bank, dress-me dolls, play-
doh, clay, bristle blocks. Preschools should have lots of these tools on hand and have 
them worked into the daily curriculum as well as many will have them readily available 
for kids to choose them during open play time.  
- Pencil grip should resemble more of a pencil grip. Don’t make a big deal but show 
correct hold. Ask them put it down and then put it back in their hand.  
- Start to show hand preference. But may still move back and forth.  
- You can teach them first letter of their name and even to write their name  
- Have lots of writing tools available – paper, card stock, list paper, writing paper for 
them to use at their leisure.  
- Wide array of art supplies and locations – floor, easel, table, fine tip vs. fat vs. crayon 
(allows them to practice different grips. Fine to let it happen at preschool as long as 
you know child is at a preschool where it is happening.  
- You’ll notice kids start engaging in Representational thinking, the use of an object for 
something other than it’s normal usage, the banana as a phone, the block as a 
building. This is the academic foundations for letters representing sounds and numbers 
representing the number of objects, or symbolic representation.  

 



- Introduce upper and lower case letters and sounds together – letter hunt at grocery, 
paint them, find things in house that begin with that sound.  
 
By 5:  
- Manipulatives that are good to have on hand are things like tracing paper, or 
spyrograph as these require even more fine motor skill.  
- Pencil grip should be accurate and solid pencil pressure skill. Talk about tablets and 
lack of fine motor skill & weak pencil grip/scissors grip & cutting. 
- Dominance settles out (end of K/beg. 1st grade) – helpful for teaching/practicing 
writing 
- In grade school, it’s common for kids to be tested for visual motor integration. There 
is a concern if handwriting is a struggle or if shapes and letters don’t look like what they 
want. Kids will pull back from writing and drawing (due to frustration)  
 
Math has changed quite a bit over the years. Today it is less about computation and 
more creative, analytical, and flexible. Kids learn higher level cognitive skills and 
flexible and creative problem solving. But not just solving problems, they also must 
explain how they got the answer, and how the underlying math works. Group and class 
work is much more common to learn from one another.  
Because of this shift, math in preschool and kindergarten is about a lot more than just 
numbers. It is about labeling, matching, equivalence, balance, money, 1-1 
correspondence, sorting, grouping, classifying, measurement, time, space, proportions, 
design, patterns, shapes.  
First I will cover the development of cognitive skills that relate to math and how to 
encourage this development by age. Then I will get into some fun math activities you 
can do with kids either during school breaks to keep them sharp, or anytime to keep 
practicing skills. 
 
Math skills development by age  
Ages 2-3:  
- Large, single piece puzzles will build problem solving. These are 4-12 piece puzzles  
- Using single, directional words – Such as in on near far over under inside outside. Your 
teddy is ON the couch. YOu can also play the bunny in a cup game (or whatever 
stuffed toy you have) take a small stuffed toy and a cup. Put the toy in the cup “My 
bunny is in my cup. Can you put your bunny in the cup?” “Now my bunny is on my 
cup!” “Now you put your bunny on your cup” “Now he’s behind the cup.” You get the 
idea. This teaches these directional words and builds an understanding of how to use 
them properly. 
- Around 2-3 kids start to recognize shapes – so you can do activities and game with 
shapes, like shape sorters. 

 



- They begin to understand Sequencing, as in big bigger biggest 
- 2-3 year olds will display arbitrary correspondence. This is random counting, like 
counting an item more than once in a group or counting using numbers in random 
order) this is a sign the child is learning 1-1 correspondence. This will usually sort itself 
out by age 4  
- Follow 2 step directions by age 2, pick up the ball, and hand it to me  
- Then they can follow 3 step directions by 3 year old. Pick up the ball bounce it once, 
hand it to me. 
- To sharpen and expand this skill you can Play the Crazy direction game. “go the front 
door, spin in a circle. Pat your tummy and jump up and down. Go!”  
 
By age 3-4: 
- Kids recognize and use quantities – some, more, a little, a lot.  
- They develop a sense of time – they use “yesterday” to refer to anything in the past.  
- My son used “last week” a lot. Or they’ll use “tomorrow” for anything in the future.  
- They may start to ask “What day is it?” My oldest used to say, “for the whole world” 
which meant forever, You will start to notice and hear how references to past present 
and future enters their language.  
- They can sort object by single characteristics, like color shape or size.   
- They can count to 5.  
- They can notice and compare similarities and differences. So you can have 
conversations around comparing and contrasting different items or groups of items. 
- You can teach Words to describe quantity length size, like many, few, long, short, big, 
small, gigantic, etc.  
- They can Identify larger vs. smaller groups of objects  
- Recognize simple patterns and predict what comes next (red blue red blue red blue 
- Sorting and grouping games are good for building these skills like – hi-ho cheerio, 
dominoes memory bingo – and other matching and finding games 

I do have the class on the website for early reading and writing where I continue on 
with more tips and ideas and guidelines for increasing reading skill from toddlerhood 
through elementary.  Then I also cover more ideas to encourage and keep writing fun 
from preschool all the way through middle-school. I also have the class on building 
early math and science skills where I continue to share about the development of skills 
up through the age of 6 and ways to encourage and support this development, as well 
another list of great fun math activities sand games by age. I also cover the same for 
fun ways to teach about science and science concepts. You can find the classes at 
YourVillageOnline.com under the Education section. Another class related to this topic 
is Finding a preschool. So if you are curious about all the different types of preschools 
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out there, what they mean and how to start approaching that monumental task, you 
can see that class also under the Education section. 

Next week I will get back to answering some questions from parents. If you have a 
parent ing quest ion you would l ike answered, please send them to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next time!
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